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Since the last Moodle upgrade, the settings that are necessary when using group specific forums now require us to set restrictions.

It may be worth checking your Moodle sites to see if this change affects your forums and add the restrictions as needed.
Previously using the Common Module Settings was the only restriction we needed to set if we wanted to restrict access to a grouping.

Since the Moodle 3.1 upgrade we are now required to add another layer of restrictions to restrict access to a forum.
Now we must use the ‘restrict’ access option to restrict access to the forum.

You can close the ‘eye’ icon to make the forum invisible to students outside of the group/grouping.
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We’ve found that some people are incorrectly receiving notifications to some Moodle Forums.

To turn off notifications, please go to the forum and select ‘Unsubscribe from the forum’

Please note: This is not available for Forums set up with ‘Forced Subscription’
If you have the activities block in your Moodle site you can view all your Forums in one page.

Simply, click on Forums and you can ‘Unsubscribe from all forums’ on the top right hand corner. You can also subscribe / unsubscribe from each forum individually.